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1 Overview to Serials Management 
 
 
 
1.1 Basic Elements 
 
Serials Management has the following  basic elements:   
 
       MARC Bib  
           |  
      Serial Title Copy (at least one, can be many)  
           |  
   Serial Issues (holdings)  
   
These elements will now be discussed in the following text. 
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1.2 A Serial Title's MARC Bibliographic Record 
 
Every serial title needs a MARC bib.  The MARC bib may be entered into the system the same 
way as any MARC bib, i.e., via importing the bib from a reasonable source (e.g. LC, NLM, or 
OCLC), or by creating it manually. For more information on entering MARC bibs, see:  
 
 http://www.cybertoolsforlibraries.com/cyberj/qt_marc/index.htm .   
   
Cataloging documentation may be found at  
 
 http://www.cybertoolsforlibraries.com/cyberj/manuals/  
   
Alternatively, serial MARC bibs can also be created via the Serials Management function [Import 
SERHOLD Data], or dynamically via the Serials functions [Issue Check In] or [Copy Edit].   
 
Function [Import SERHOLD Data] loads a NLM SERHOLD Holdings by Library Report.  If your 
library participates in the US National Library of Medicine DOCLINE and keeps its SERHOLD 
data current, then this is a good way to build your local serial holdings quickly.  This function 
should only be run when first starting the Serials Management module, although there is no harm 
in running it later.  This function is fully documented elsewhere.  In short, the report's ISSN 
number is compared to those currently found in the catalog.  If it is not there, then the program 
builds a skeletal MARC bib from the SERHOLD data and from the Aggregate Serials Frequency 
database (discussed later).   
 
While using functions [Issue Check In] or [Edit Copy], if the title look up by ISSN fails, the 
software will ask if it should add the new ISSN to the catalog.  If accepted, the user must also 
provide (or confirm) the title:   
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1.3 Serial Title Copy 
 
A Serial Title Copy (hereinafter Copy) is tied to the MARC bib.  It contains a title's frequency rules 
and the expected issue values (year, month, day, volume number, running issue, etc).  It also 
records the default circulation location, class (loan rules), and status (e.g., available vs. non-
circulating).  The Copy sometimes also is called the Set, the Copy Set, or the Subscription.  Each 
Copy is associated with a Vendor that is established in the Vendor table. A title may have many 
Copies, e.g., New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM) might be found in the main journal 
collection and in a remote location too.  Lastly, Copy lets you set up both a title Display Dates 
field and a Free Text Holdings String.  The Title Display Dates is a short field shown as part of the 
OPAC Search Results.  The Free Text Holding String is a multi-lined field that typically displays a 
manually constructed Holdings string, e.g., if you have NEJM since 1974 through 1999 and do 
not have the detail issues entered into this database, then enter:   
 
     1974-1999:  290-341  
 
1.4 Issues 
 
 
The actual journal Issues are checked into a Copy, not a title.  If an issue is checked in and skips 
an expected issue (e.g., issue 6 is checked in when issue 5 was expected), then a claimed issue 
is generated.  If a Copy never starts receiving its issues, or stops receiving issues, then the 
Serials Management Warnings functions will report and track this anomaly.   
 
1.5 Aggregate Serials Frequency Database 
 
This database was built with the serials data from a number of prestigious academic health 
science libraries with their permission.  The database contains the ISSN, title, short title, series 
title(s), and frequency data for 2500 serial records.  The [Import SERHOLD Data] function and the 
[Add a Serial Title Dynamically] feature (found in functions [Issue Check In] and [Copy Edit]) 
utilize this valuable database. When either function attempts to either create a new title and/or 
create a Copy, then default values are taken from this Aggregate Serials Frequency database.  
Once these values are brought into your data, you may modify them. 
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1.6 Vendor Table 
 
The name, address, and account info for all your journal vendors.  New systems come with these 
vendors:  Free, Donation, and Direct from Publisher.   
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2 Before You Start 
 
 
 
2.1 Practice 
 
If you don't have an account on the CyberTools Demo server, then ask for one from 
support@cybertoolsforlibraries.com.  We suggest practicing in the DEMO area first.  Use the 
Back Office function [Serials], select [Issue Check In], and Check In a few issues of NEJM, 
JAMA, Science, etc.  You may even create or import a bib, create a copy, and then Check In 
some issues.   
 
2.2 Establish the Basic Default Circulation Values 
 
Before you do anything with Serials, go into Back Office and select [Properties], then select [New 
Item Circulation Defaults]. Set Up the general catalog defaults for the Serials under the heading 
New Journal Issue Defaults:   
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2.3 Import from NLM SERHOLD 
 
If your library participates in the National Library of Medicine (NLM) SERHOLD, then go to 
DOCLINE and request the report Holdings by Library.  Instructions for this are found at:  
 
     http://www.cybertoolsforlibraries.com/library/  
   
See item Importing SERHOLD Data.  Note that this function will build minimal MARC bibs for 
each title found in the SERHOLD report.  These skinny bibs can be overlaid later by importing full 
bibs from NLM, LC, OCLC, etc.   
 
Once the SERHOLD data are imported, you will still have to edit a journal's Copy to set up the 
expected values, circulation defaults, vendor, etc.  You can edit all Copies via the Serials 
Management function [Copy Edit], or do it dynamically as part of [Issue Check In].  We 
recommend the latter. Serials Management function [Reports] will list all of the titles via function 
[Journal Listing].   
 
2.4 Determine How to Build Your Database 
 
You can take either a structured approach or a dynamic approach to getting started, or a mix of 
the two.  With a structured approach, you create data sets at the same time, e.g., you first build 
your vendor table, then build all of your bibs, then build the Copies, and finally start to Check In 
issues.   
 
The dynamic approach starts where the structured approach ends.  If you have an issue to Check 
In, then go straight to [Issue Check In]. Look up the title.  If it is not there or not part of Serials 
Management, then the software will allow you to add it on-the-fly.  You can dynamically create 
Copies, and within Copies, dynamically create Vendors.   
 
What's best for you?  That depends on how you like to work and what your resources are.  If you 
can afford the time to enter everything in a structured manner, that might work best for you.  
Otherwise, go with the pragmatic dynamic approach.  Or go with a hybrid, e.g., first set up your 
vendor table, then go dynamic.  Or set up your vendor table and your bibs, and then go dynamic.  
When in doubt, go dynamic.   
 
In either case, when you actually use [Issue Check In], the first time you go to Check In an issue 
for a Copy, set up the Copy's expected Issue values to start from the beginning of the year.  Grab 
the stack of the entire current year and check them all in since it will only take seconds per issue.  
If you have the time, start with the two years before instead.  [Issue Check In] is fast! 
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2.5 Add Retrospective Holdings 
 
As time allows, use function [Add Holdings] to enter the details on your collection.  It is not 
necessary to have the old detail prior to using [Issue Check In].  Here is the [Add Holdings] 
window:   
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2.6 Using the Serial Title Look Up Effectively 
 
Almost every time you look up a serial title, you will also be looking up one of the title's Copies.  
The format is typically this:   
 

 
To work effectively, type in a look up value such as the title, MARC#, or the ISSN, and then press 
ENTER, TAB, or CURSOR STEP DOWN.  This will speed the look up, i.e., you will not need to 
use the look up push buttons.  Use those push buttons if your Journal value failed the quick look 
up test, in which case the software needs to be commanded to perform a specific look up 
function.   
 
If the title or ISSN is not part of Serials, it can be added dynamically.   
 
The best way to add a new title is to enter the title's ISSN.  If the ISSN is not found in the catalog, 
but is found in the Aggregate Serials Frequency database, then the software can pull in all of the 
values from the Aggregate Serials Frequency database.   
 
Once the title is selected, the software will look at the title's Copies.  If there are no Copies, the 
software will prompt you to create one.  If there is only one Copy, the software automatically 
selects it, although you can add a new copy if you need it.  (Remember, a Copy is not an Issue, 
rather, a Copy contains Issues.)  If a Copy is selected and the Copy is missing critical values 
(e.g., expected year, volume, issue, etc.), then the software will prompt you to complete the 
missing values.  The only reason a Copy would be missing values is because the Copy was 
created via the SERHOLD Import.   
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3 Getting Started:  The Structured Approach 
 
 
 
3.1 Enter all of Your Vendors 
 
Since each Serial Copy should have a vendor associated with it, then start by entering all of your 
vendors:   
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3.2 Import your Serial MARC Bibs 
 
Use function Cataloging to import a serial MARC bib from LC, NLM, or OCLC (etc.) into your 
catalog as you would a book title:   
 

 
 
In the Batch Control, make sure you use the function [Edit Bibs] and then [Serial Initiation].  The 
latter function will assign field 949 $a to the value of SERIAL for all bibs in the batch.  
Alternatively, you may use the [MARC Bib Editor] and add SERIAL to 949 $a to each bib 
individually.  YOU MUST PERFORM EITHER OF THESE EDITING STEPS.  When you update 
your catalog, the software will see the 949 $a SERIAL and accordingly enter the title into Serials 
Management.   
 
If you fail to use function [Serial Initiation] or fail to make the manual edit, then when you use the 
title in Serials, the software might inform you that the title isn't in Serials and prompt you to add it 
to Serials. You can dynamically add it then. Until then, the catalog Detail display will not be 
correct. 
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If you import MARC bibs to overlay onto already existing serial MARC bibs, you still must run 
[Serial Initiation] or manually edit 949 $a.   
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3.3 Create all the Copies Needed per Serial Title 
 
When you create a Copy, the software first checks to see if the title is in the Aggregate Serials 
Frequency database. If it is, then these frequency values are taken.  Here is the image of the Edit 
Copy window:   
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3.4 Start Issue Check In 
 
Follow the guidelines from the previous section "Using the Serial Title Look Up Effectively", find 
your title and its Copy, and press the push button [Issue Check In].  Remember, if this is the very 
first time you are checking in Issues for this Copy, then start with the beginning of the year, or 
even the year before.  It's fast!  
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4 Getting Started:  The Dynamic Method 
 
 
 
4.1 Issue Check In 
 
Go straight to function [Issue Check In]  and start using it:   
 

 
The first time you enter a new title, look up the title using its ISSN.  The software will either find 
the title, attempt to build the title from the Aggregate Serials Frequency database, or allow you to 
dynamically build the bib by hand. 
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Follow the title and Copy look up instructions found in "Using the Serial Title Look Up Effectively".  
Once the title and Copy are established, press the push button [Issue Check In].  Remember, if 
this is the very first time you are checking in Issues for this Copy, then start with the beginning of 
the year, or even the year before.   
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5 Living with Serials Management 
 
 
 
5.1 Routing 
 
Once Issue Check In has started, the next area to employ is Routing, so Set Up the Routing Lists.  
A Routing List may be expressed as:   
 
1. a traditional cover sheet with names and mail stops attached to a serial issue;   
 
2. a sheet of labels with names and mail stops whereby the labels are attached to a photocopy of 
the issue's table of contents.  The addressee would then indicate interest in the issue;   
 
3. an e-mail announcement.   
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5.2 Process Claims and Late Warnings 
 
Soon after starting Issue Check In, that function will inform you that an issue is out of order, and 
the function will enter the missing issue(s) into Claims Management.  Should the issue(s) appear, 
Issue Check In will remove the Claim.  If not, then function [Claims and Late Warnings] should be 
used regularly to track the claims.   
 
Similarly, if a subscription stops, the function [Claims and Late Warnings] can spot these 
problems and begin processing them.   
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5.3 Complete the MARC Bibs 
 
If you didn't formally import or create the serial bibs, then do so now.  You will pick up lots of 
valuable data such as links to publisher sites, series names, etc.  For more information on 
entering MARC bibs, see:  
 
 http://www.cybertoolsforlibraries.com/cyberj/qt_marc/index.htm  
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5.4 Add Holdings 
 
 
As time allows, use function [Add Holdings] to add either the bound volumes or loose issues into 
the Serials Management database.  By doing so, the OPAC will reflect the library's holdings 
accurately.   
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5.5 Run Bindery 
 
If the library binds serial issues, then start use function [Bindery].  There is no point in starting 
Bindery unless the issues that require binding are in the database.  If the issues are not in the 
database, the function [Add Holdings] may be used to enter them.  Or, simply wait until the 
database has enough issues before using function [Bindery].   
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